Living bread
Wheat seeds grow into grains of wheat, which can be
ground into flour to make bread. Follow the letters
around the loaf of bread and discover another name for
Jesus. Why do you think he is called this?
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Welcome to worship. Today is the fifth Sunday in
Lent and the color on the altar is still purple. Purple
is the color of kings and it reminds us that Jesus is
our king. But what kind of a king is Jesus, whose
crown was made of thorns?
Solve the puzzle below and find out!
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What is your favorite
kind of bread? Have
you ever made bread
for yourself or anyone else?
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Help make a loaf of bread (corn bread is easy) and bring it
to a neighbor.
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Planting seeds
John 12:20-33
Jesus was in Jerusalem for the celebration of Passover. While he was there he talked a little bit about planting seeds. Jesus said, “A seed of wheat that
falls on the ground will never be more than one grain of wheat unless it dies. But if it dies, it will produce lots of wheat.” [John 12:24]

Add more seeds to panel 1, add sprouts to the seeds in panel 2, add leaves to the sprouts in panel 3,
and add heads of grain to the plants in panel 4.

Seeds of Love

I wonder how Jesus’
love is like a grain
of wheat?

Color all the ways Jesus’ love has grown, then search for 10 hidden hearts.
Thank you, God, for seeds, wheat
and bread. Help us plant love seeds
in our neighborhoods. Amen

Look closely at the hangings on the altar
or banners in the church. What symbols
are on them during this Lenten season?

